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ABSTRACT

Theobjective of thisfinal year project is to develop a probability and statistics

software for engineering application. The chosen engineering application is modeling
and forecasting copper prices for industries. The software may be used by managers,
market researchers, and survey companies, in making decisions in copper-related
business. The price of copper has been volatile over the years due to competing
materials, remaining stocks available, and economic uncertainties. Therefore, me

software modeling tool will be useful to forecast the future price ofcopper to enable
the user in making someadjustments or preparation in their business.

The proposed framework of the system consists of three inter related

components, the database that will provide input to the model, the forecasting
modeling and user interface that provides a medium for the userto communicate with

the system. Three stages have been identified in order to develop the system. They
are variable identification, statistical model development and the development of the
software. Several variables have been identified but only eight variables are finalized
as the independent variables of the model.

The models mat were identified are multiple regression analysis and time
series. The best possible R2 obtained in the modeling is 0.939 which is quite high.
The accuracy of the forecasted price ofcopper isapproximately higher than 87%.The
model is incorporated in an interactive user-friendly interface.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

The project mainly focuses on the development of a probability and statistics

software that incorporates a statistical model. The model will assist the users in

forecasting the future price of copper. A thorough study on the copper industry has

been done to get the historical facts of the copper and its application in industries.

From here, the supply and demand are identified as the fectors that determine the

price of copper in the market. Therefore, the supply and demand of copper is

carefully studied to obtain the key variables which are utilized as an input to the

statistical software. The output of the software is used to predict the fiiture price of
copper.

1.2 Problem Statement

The price of copper in the world market is increasing rapidly [1]. This is due

to the higher world demand of copper compared to the world production of copper.

The production of copper tends to decrease due to less mining stocks available at the

copper mining countries such as Chile. Both prices of the copper and other

commodities will affect one another. Forexample, construction industries use copper

as the cores in the cables for the building wiring. The contractors need to know the

copper price for several years ahead so that they do not underestimate the cost of the

construction. Otherwise, they will not be able to afford the copper-core cables and
this will affect the developmentofthe project.
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After careful consideration, it is found thatit is feasible to develop a modeling

software to forecast copper prices for industries using Visual Basic Programming 8.0.

User-friendly interfaces which assist users to perform their modeling tasks efficiently

have been developed. After performing probability & statistics calculations using
SPSS software, the output is used as an input for the Visual Basic Programming in
order to develop the final product.

13 Objectives & Scopes of Study

1.3.1 Objectiveofthe study:

The main objective of the study is to develop software which incorporates a

statistical model to assist users in forecasting aspect of planning. The model that is

developed will be used to forecast the price of copper. In order to achieve this

objective, the research has been focused on:

Understandingand identifying the key variable in the model

Constructing the probability and statistics model

Simulations ofthe results

iv. Development of a user friendly software using Visual Basic

Programming Language

13.2 Scope ofstudy

The scope of study is divided into three parts; understanding and identifying
key variables, probability and statistical modeling and software development. The
project is completed within two semesters.

14



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND/ OR THEORY

2.1 Commodities and Exchanges

Copper is one of the commodities in the world. Commodities are things of
value, of uniform quality, that were produced in large quantities by many different
producers; the hems from each different producer are considered equivalent
Commoditiescan be classifiedinto 5 categories:

• Precious Metals : gold, platinum, etc

• Base Metals : copper, aluminum, etc

• Energy : crudeoil, naturalgas, gasoline, etc

• Grains and Oil Seeds : wheat, canola,etc

• Softs : cocoa, coflee, white sugar, etc

Copper is traded between producers and consumers. Producers sell their

present orfuture production to clients, who transform the metal into shapes oralloys,
so that downstream fabricators can transform these into different end-use products.
One of the most important factors in trading a commodity such as copper is the
settling of the price for the present day (spot price) orfor future days.

The role ofa commodity exchange is to facilitate and controlling the process
ofsettling prices. Three commodity exchanges provide the facilities to trade copper:
The London Metal Exchange (LME), the Commodity Exchange Division ofthe New

York Mercantile Exchange (COMEX/NYMEX), and the Shanghai Metal Exchange
(SHME). In these exchanges, prices are settled by bid and offer, reflecting the
market's perception ofsupply and demand ofacommodity on aparticular day. On the
LME, copper is traded in 25 tonne lots and quoted in US dollars per tonne; on

15



COMEX, copper is traded in lots of 25,000 pounds and quoted in US cents per
pound; and ontheSHME, copper istraded inlots of5tonnes and quoted inRenminbi
per tonne.

Exchanges also provide for the trading of futures and options contracts.
Therefore, producers and consumers are allowed to fix a price in the fiiture, thus
minimizing the risks against price variations. In this process the participation of
speculators, who are ready to buy the risk ofprice variation in exchange for monetary
reward, gives liquidity to the market Liquidity means the ease ofexchanging asset
into cash. Afutures oroptions contract defines the quality ofthe product, the size of
the lot, delivery dates, delivery warehouses, and other aspects related to the trading
process. Contracts are unique for each exchange. The existence of futures contracts

also allows producers and their clients to agree on different price settling schemes to
accommodate different interests. Exchanges also provide for warehousing facilities
that enable market participants to make or take physical delivery of copper, in
accordance with eachexchange's criteria. [2]

2.2 Properties and Uses of Copper

Copper is an excellent electrical conductor. It has exceptional strength,
ductile, and provides good resistance against creeping and corrosion. Therefore,
copper is widely used as electrical conductor in building wiring. Copper also is used
as power cables, either insulated or uninsulated, for high, medium and low voltage
applications.

The widely used optical fiber in telecommunication industry increases the
demand of copper particularly in domenstic subscriber line, wide and local area
network (WAN and LAN), aswell aspersonal computers and other hardware.

xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) technology allows the existing copper
infrastructure ofordinary telephone wires to also carry high speed data. For internet
users, xDSL technology means connecting at 1.5 million bits per second instead of56
thousand bits per second.

16



Semiconductor manufacturers recently launched a revolutionary "copper

chip". By using copper for circuitry in silicon chips, microprocessors are able to

operate at higher speeds, using less energy.

Copper and brass are used in residential for plumbing, taps, valves and

fittings. The advantage of using copper over PVC pipe is that copper does not bum,

melt or release noxious or toxic fumes in the event of a fire. Copper tubes also help

protect water systems from potentially lethal bacteria such as legionella. The use of

copper doorknobs and plates prevents the transfer ofdisease and microbes.

Copper plays major part in transportation. Copper-nickel alloys are used on

the hulls of boats and ships to reduce marine biofouling thereby reducing drag and

improving fuel consumption. In vehicle, copper is used in the construction ofmotors,

wiring, radiators, connectors, brakes and bearings. Today's average size automobile

contains about 27.6 kilograms of copper and a Boeing 747-400 contains 4,000

kilograms. Copper's superior thermal conductivity, strength, corrosion resistance, and

recyclabilhy is very suitable for automotive and truck radiators.

Copper which is combined with other metal to form copper alloy is used as

gears, bearings, and turbine blades due to their durability, machinability, and ability

to be cast with high precision and tolerances. [3]

23 Theory of Supply and Demand

Figure 1 Graph supply and demand
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The theory of supply and demand describes how prices vary as a result of a
balance between product availability at each price (supply) and the desires of those
with purchasing power at each price (demand). Figure 1is a grah supply and demand.
X-axis represent the quantity (Q), and y-axis represent the price (P). Supply is
represented by S curve and demand is represented by both curve Dl and D2. The

graph depicts anincrease indemand from Di toE>2 results in anincrease ofprice from
PI to P2 and also an increase of quantity from Ql to Q2 to reach a new market-
clearing equilibrium point on the supply curve (S).

Figure 2 Graph priceversus quantity

Figure 2 denotes graph price versus quantity. Both demand and supply curves
are represented by straight line. The demand curve is inversely proportional to the

supply curve. Therefore, a greater quantity will be demanded when the price is lower.
On the other hand, as the price goes up, producers are willing to produce more goods.
The point of intersection between the demand and supply curve is known as the

equilibrium point with coordinate of(P,Q). At a price ofPproducers will be willing
to supply Qunits per period oftime and buyers will demand the same quantity, p in
this example, isthe equilibrating price that equates supply with demand.

It should be noted mat both of supply and demand curves are drawn as a

function of price. Neither is represented as a function of the other. Rather the two

functions interact in a manner that is representative of market outcomes. The curves
also imply a somewhat neutral means ofmeasuring price. In practice any currency or
commodity used to measure price is also the subject ofsupply and demand. [4]
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2.4 Lag Function

Lag creates new series by copying the values of the existing series and

moving them forward the specified number ofobservations. This number is called the

lag order.

First-order lag and lead ofseries X

X Lag Lead

198 . 220

220 198 305

305 220 470

470 305

Example:

CREATE LAGVAR TO LAGVAR5 = LAG (VARA, 2, 5).

Four new variables are created based on lags on VARA. LAGVAR2 is VARA

lagged two steps, LAGVAR3 is VARA lagged three steps, LAGVAR4 is VARA

lagged four steps, and LAGVAR5 is VARA lagged five steps. This command should

be created in SPSS Syntax Editor.

19



2.5 Pearson's Correlation

Suppose

y: Dependent Variable

x: Independent Variable

To find the relationship between y and x, Pearson's Correlation is used. If the values

ofy and x are known, Table 1 can be constructed.

Table 1 The component needed to calculate Pearson's Correlation

y X y-v x-x (y-y )* (x-x >* (y-y )(x-x )

3 3 -5,42857 -1,4285714 29,46938776 2,040816 7,75510204

7 4 -1,42857 -0,4285714 2,040816327 0,183673 0,6122449

10 4 1,571429 -0,4285714 2,469387755 0,183673 -0,6734694

-5 3 -13,4286 -1,4285714 180,3265306 2,040816 19,1836735

20 5 11,57143 0,57142857 133,8979592 0,326531 6,6122449

19 7 10,57143 2,57142857 111,755102 6,612245 27,1836735

5 5 -3,42857 0,57142857 11,75510204 0,326531 -1,9591837

59 31 0 -1.776E-15 471,7142857 11,71429 58,7142857

N = 7 (Number ofdata)

= 59-7

= 8.428571429

x~=£x)^N

= 31-7

= 4.428571429

r=I [(y-y"l (x-x")] +VE(y-y-) 2l(x-x~) 2]

= 58.7142857142857 -V[(471.714285714286) (-11.7142857142857)]

= 0.789853162

20



2.6 Modeling Seasonality and Trend

Seasonality is a pattern that repeats for each period. For example annual
seasonal pattern has a cycle mat is 12 periods long* if the periods are months, or 4

periods long if the periods are quarters. We need to get an estimate of the seasonal

index for each month, or other periods, such as quarter, week, etc, depending on the
data availability. [5]

2.6.1 Seasonal Index

Seasonal index represents the extent of seasonal influence for a particular
segment of the year. The calculation involves a comparison ofthe expected values of
that period to the grand mean. A seasonal index is how much the average for that
particular period tends to be above (or below) the grand average. Therefore, to get an
accurate estimate for the seasonal index, we compute the average ofthe first period of
the cycle, and the second period, etc, and divide each by the overall average. The
formula for computing seasonal factors is:

Si = Di/D,

where:

Sj = the seasonal index for i* period,

D; - theaverage values of i* period,

D = grand average,

i=the 1th seasonal period ofthe cycle.

A seasonal index of 1.00 for a particular month indicates that the expected
value of that month is 1/12 of the overall average. A seasonal index of 1.25 indicates

that the expected value for that month is 25% greater than 1/12 ofthe overall average.
A seasonal index of 80 indicates that the expected value for that month is 20% less
than 1/12ofthe overall average.
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2.6.2 Deseasonalizmg Process

Deseasonalizing the data, also called Seasonal Adjustment is the process of

removing recurrent and periodic variations over a short time frame, e.g., weeks,

quarters, months. Therefore, seasonal variations are regularly repeating movements in

series values that can be tied to recurring events. The Deseasonalized data is obtained

by simply dividing each time series observation by the corresponding seasonal index

Almost all time series published by the US government are already

deseasonalized using the seasonal index to unmasking the underlying trends in the

data, which could have been caused by the seasonality factor.

2.6.3 Forecasting

Incorporating seasonality in a forecast is useful when the time series has both

trend and seasonal components. The final step in the forecast is to use the seasonal

index to adjust the trend projection. One simple way to forecast using a seasonal

adjustment is to use a seasonal factor in combination with an appropriate underlying

trend oftotal value ofcycles.

2.7 Visual Basic

2.7.1 Introduction

Visual Basic (VB) is an event driven programming language developed by

Microsoft. Event driven programming also known as object-oriented programming

emphasis on the objects included in the interface and the events that occur on those

objects. An event can be a user's mouse click, a menuselection, or a buttonpress.VB

was derived from BASIC and enables the rapid application development (RAD) of

graphical user mterface (GUI)applications, access to databases using DAO, RDO, or

ADO, and creation ofActiveX controls and objects.
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VB was designed to be easy to learn and use. It allows the creation of simple

GUI applications as well as complex applications. Programming in VB is a

combination of visually arranging components or controls on a form, specifying

attributes and actions of those components, and writing additional lines of code for

more functionality. Sections of code are executed only when an event triggers mem

[5].

2.7.2 Steps in Program Development[6]

• Analyse and define the problem

• Design the visual interface

• Define user-program interaction

• Design code structure

• Write code

• Test and edit the code

• Test the program in production

2.7.3 Procedures

A procedure is a block ofprogram code that perfom a specific task [7]. Generally,

there are three types ofprocedures:

i. Event Procedure - called by VB in response to an event

ii. Sub Procedure - user must called explicitly, user can define parameters

iii. Function Procedure - typically referred to as function, has return statement

Example ofevent procedure:

Private Sub btnExit_CIick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As
System.EventArgs) Handles btnExitClick

Me.CloseO
End Sub

Example ofsub procedure:

Const Pi As Double = 3.14159265359

Private Sub ComputeArea(Radius As Double)

23



' This Sub computes and displays the area ofa circle

'given a radius, which is expected to be ofthe Double type

Dim Area As Double

Area = Pi * Radius * Radius

MsgBox "The area ofa circle with a radius of" _

&Radius& " is " & Area

End Sub

Example offunction procedure:

Const Pi As Double = 3.14159

Private Function AreaOfCircle (Radius As Double) As Double

'This function computes and returns the area ofa circle

'given a radius, which is expected to be ofthe Double type

AreaOfCircle = Pi * Radius*Radius

End Function

24



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/ PROJECT WORK

3.1 Methodology/ Project Work

The workflow ofthis project is as follows. First, the historical facts ofcopper

and its application in industries are studied. The studies have been conducted by

research via conference papers, journals, books, annual reports, and internet All the

gained information is carefully studied to get a clearer understanding of the copper

industry. As the key variables that influence the price of the copper have been

identified, quantifying process is done by using Statistical Package of Social Science

(SPSS) software. The quantifying process is important to relate the proper variables

to the copper prices. In the SPSS, a method known as Pearson's Correlation is used.

Pearson Correlation which is also known as Pearson's r is a technique which is

normally used for assessing the strength and direction of an association between two

variables. Through Pearson's Correlation, the data mat are supposed to be the key

variables that influences die price ofcopper is correlatedwith the true value ofcopper

prices to obtain the 'r\ r would ranges in value between -1 and +1 including 0. If r is

negative, it shows that the selected key variables have negative correlation with the

copper price. Negative correlation means the data is inversely associated with the

copper price. If r is positive, the selected key variables are in positive relationship

with the true value. However, if the value of r is zero, it means that the selected key

variables have no relationship with the copper price at all. Thus, they can be

eliminated from the project development. The data are farther analyzed in SPSS

through Regression analysis to obtain 'r2'. The data are selected if the result of 'R2' is

very high provided that they significantly influencing the price of the copper. The

Regression result is represented by *R2\ First, 4R2' is determined by using 1
dependent variable with 1 independent variable. Then, the process continued by 1

dependent variable with 2 independent variables followed by 1 dependent variable

25



with 3 independent variables and so on. This process is called Multiple Linear

Regression because more than 1 independent variable is used with 1 dependent

variable to determine the 'R2'. However, the student need not to do 'air the steps

chronologically. The student needs to do the process wisely by using only the

variables thatresult in a high value of 'R2'.This is because, if all of the process is to

be done, there aremore than (8C2 + 8C3 + 8C4 + 8C5 + 8C6 + 8C7) = 246 combinations

ofindependent variables to be calculated toobtain the 'R2'.This isvery redundant and

impractical.

Throughout the quantifying process, there are several variables that are

excluded and being changed by new variables. At the end, the finalized data that

represent the key variables which influences the price ofcopper is obtained. The data

is collected from January 2002 to December 2006 in monthly basis. Therefore, there

are 60 data per independent variable (key variables which influence copper prices)

and 60 data of dependent variable (original copper prices). The number of

independent variables used is eight namely:

• Value ofconstruction in United States (in millions USD)

• Exports ofcomputer and electronic products (in thousands ofUSD)

• Exports of transportation equipment (in thousands ofUSD)

• Exports ofprimary smelting and refining ofcopper (in thousands ofUSD)

• Exports ofcopper rolling, drawing, and extruding (in thousands of USD)

• Exports ofcopper wire drawing (in thousands ofUSD)

• Exports ofplumbing fixtures fittings and trim (in thousands ofUSD)

• Exports ofmetal valves and pipe fittings (in thousands ofUSD)

Note that all of the independent variables are based on the total world exports

except for the value of construction in US. Meanwhile, the dependent variable is

valued in US cent per pound.
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Using the finalized eight independent variables, the SPSS will display the

coefficients and 'R2'. The desired mathematical model is made up of these
coefficients. A model is created such that:

Y = a+bX1+cX2+dX3+eX4+fX5+gX6-+hX7+iX8

Where, Y is the independent variable which depends on the dependent variables Xi,

X2, X3, until Xg. Meanwhile, the constants a, b, c, d, up to i are automatically

displayed by SPSS based on the Multiple Linear Regression result The independent

variables are representing the key variables that influenced the copper prices. They

have been successfully quantified and have a strong association with the actual price

of the copper. Meanwhile, Y is the dependent variable which represents the forecast

price of copper. Next, Lag Function is used to obtain additional data of die

independent variables. Lag creates new series by copying the values of the existing

seriesand moving them forward the specified number of observations. The number is

called the lag order. The advantage of using the Lag function is to create the new

series of data. In the similar manner, mathematical models are created using these

additional data to determine the 'R2' and to make comparison between several

models. Thus, 'R2' between several models is compared to obtain the highest 'R2\
Then, the model with the highest value of (R2' is selected to be used in the software

development. Besides comparing the R2, each of the models is substituted with the

value ofindependent variables (Xi to Xg) at any month ofreference. A predicted price

ofcopper is produced. This predictedvalue is comparedwith the true valueofcopper

price to measure the percentage of error. Then, the model which produces the least

percentage of error is chosen as the finalized model to be included in the software

development process.

The model that has been finalized is not capable to forecast the future value of

copper price yet because it only uses the existing data of independent variables.

Therefore, a future data of independent variables need to be generated first This is

done by seasonal adjusted technique. For each variable, the total value per year is

calculated. Then, mean for each month is determine. Index for each month is

calculated by simply dividing mean for each month with grand mean. Next, a

multiple linear regression is used between the total values per year versus year (The

year 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2006 have been numbered with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
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respectively). Thiscreates a model such that Y = aT + b; where T is the

independent variable which represents the desired year and Y is the predicted total

value of that variable corresponding to that year, a and b are just the coefficients of

the model. For example, if T = 6 is substituted in that model, a value Y6is created.

This value is divided by 12 to get the average estimated value per month during that

year (T = 6). To get the estimated value per month during that year, that average

estimated value is multiplied with index per month. In similar manner, all monthly

values for other months for that year and any years are calculated. Note that; the

whole processed described in this paragraph is meant for just one mdependent

variable (for example Xi). Therefore, the whole process is repeated for the other

seven independent variables (X2 to Xg). Finally, the estimated fiiture independent

variables are generated. These variables can be substituted into the previous model:

Y = a+bXi4^X2^X3+eX4+fX5-^X6+hXrt-iX8; to forecast the future value of

copper price at any future month and year.

There are several data that have been reserved earlier. The data are the actual

copper price from January 2007 to April 2007. The word 'reserved' means that the

data is not being taken into consideration during die modeling process. It is reserved

to determine the forecasting accuracy of the model. All the independent variables (Xi

to Xg) for February 2007 for example are substituted into the model to obtain the

forecast value of copper price for that month. The forecast value is then compared

with the true value (actual) of copper price which has been reserved. Finally, the

forecasting error is obtained and that error determines how accurate and reliable the

model is.

At this stage, all the calculating parts are supposed to be done. The next stage

is to put the model into software which is interactive and user-friendly where user can

enter the input and get the output.

The software is developed using Visual Basic Programming Language. The

student is using Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) to programme a software based on the

model created from the SPSS. In the Visual Basic, there are three options available
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for the user. The first option allow the user to estimate the price of copper between

the date of January 2002 to December 2006 by just selecting the desired month

available in the combo box and click calculate button. Then, user shall get the

estimated price of copper complete with its actual price and the corresponding

percentage of error. The percentage of error is obtained by comparing the estimated

price with the actual price ofcopper. Note that all the price ofcopper is in unit ofUS

cent per pond. The second option enables the user to forecast die fiiture price of

copper between January2007 to December2020. All user have to do is just selecting

the date of forecasting and clickcalculate button. By doing that, the forecasted price

ofcoppershall be displayed. To check the accuracy or the reliability ofthe forecasted

price, user may use the third option. This option allow the user to select any of the

first four months of 2007. As a result, the software shall display the forecasted price

of copper in any of that months complete with their actual price and percentage of

error respectively. To ease the user in usingany ofthe three options, user may varies

the selected data by changing the selected date repeatedly and get the output

instantaneously. The software can be terminated at any moment by just clicking the

exit button. The software is tested to detect any errors and limitations. First, the

output displayed in each selected month is compared with the valued computed

earlier in the SPSS stage. Iferrors occurs, or ifthe output ofthe software does not lies

within the acceptable interval, the coding of the software shall be checked and

corrected. However, if some modification is needed in the modeling part, the process

is restarted at the SPSS level in determining the Multiple Linear Regression and the

data generated process.
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Table 2 Gantt-Chart ofFinal Year Project I Development

No Detail

Week

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 Selection of project topic •

2 Preliminary research work • •
I

3

Review on copper origin (from ores to end-
products) •

4

Review on world production and
consumption of copper II

•5 Review on historical prices of copper

6 Studies on copper supply and demand

7 Research on copper supply • ••

8 Research on copper demand

9

Identify the key variables from the supply and
demand factors

i

10

Research on probability and statistical
modeling

i
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Table 3 Gantt-Chart ofFinal Year Project II Development

No Detail
Week

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1

Updating the data of key variables obtained
from previous semester i

2
Quantifying process using Pearson's
Correlation and Lag Function in SPSS software

3

Discuss with Supervisor to finalize the
independent variables l

4 Start creating forecasting model I^^H
111

5
Build interfaces using Visual Basic
Programming Language •••^

6 Testing and modification if necessary

3.2 Resources Required

As the project conducted is a research-based project, the resources required

are obtained from Internet Explorer, Visual Basic, library books, and some related

sources.
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33 Project Flow

Start

Literature Review

Review ofCopper
Supply and Demand

Identify the Key
Variables

Yes

Mathematical Modeling

Probability and Statistic
Software Development

No

(FYP I)

(FYP II)

No

Figure 3 Flow-Chart ofthe Project
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Copperprices in the worldare affected by the demandand supply. Therefore,

the demand supply variables have been identified.

4.1 Demand Variables

4.1.1 China Demand

A large population and strong market growth in China encourages the rapid

development of infrastructure including the communication, manufacturing and
construction industries. These industries consumecopper and then make the China as

the world largest consumer ofcopper. [9]

4.1.2 Construction Industries

Copper is widely used in construction line particularly in building wiring and

plumbing system. As the construction industries all over the world is increasing, the
demand of copper is increase as well. However, in building wiring system, copper
faces the competency from aluminum because both of them are a good electrical

conductor. Aluminum is cheaper than copper but it might cause more electrical

hazard than copper does.

4.1.3 Automobile Manufacturing Industries

United States isthe leading automobile manufacturer inthe world followed by
Japan. General Motors (US) produced 9,040,309 vehicles in 2005 such as Cadillac,
Chevrolet, Pontiac, and Saturn. Meanwhile, Toyota Motor Company (Japan)
produced 7,100,167 vehicles with Hino, Lexus, and Toyota as examples in the same
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year. Copper is used in the construction of automotive radiators as well as some

contribution to the body of the vehicle itself. Furthermore, there is more than 50

pounds of copper in a typical U.S.-built automobile: about 40 pounds for electrical

and about 10 pounds for nonelectrical components. [10]

4.1.4 Electronic Industries

Copperplaysan important role in electronics as IBM and others are replacing

aluminum with copper in the computer chips they manufacture. This resulting in

much faster operating speeds and greater circuit integration- up to 200 million

transistors can be packed onto a single chip. Thus, power requirement has been

reduced less than 1.8V. Copper is an important element in many electronics devices

from external cables and connectors to bus ways to printed circuit boards, sockets and

lead frames. [11]

4.2 Supply Factors

Chile is the world largest copper mining producer [12]. They supply copper in

the form of ores and concentrates. Copper-bearing ores areextracted from theground,

crushed, and then processed into powder to form concentrate. Alternatively, copper
can be leached out ofthe rock or ore.

43 Other Factors

4.3.1 Gross National Product (GDP)

Gross national product isused to measure thesize ofeconomic in any country.

The GDP of a country is defined as the market value of all final goods and services

produced withina country in a given periodof time.GDPcan be defined as;

GDP- private consumption + government + investment + net exports

If GDP of any country ishigh, it shows the superiority of the economic power

of that country. US remain the highest GDP above all countries enabling them to
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control the flow of world economic including the import and export of copper and

thus influencing its prices in the market.

4.3.2 IndustrialProduct (IP)

IP is another indicatorof the status ofeconomic in any country. Industrial is

well known as the fastest source of economic growth. Countries with higher IP tend

to emerge as an advanced economic country which capable ofcontrolling efficiently

the import and export of goods in their respective country. Copper is one of the

materials being imported and exported throughout the world. Therefore, IP of the

country have a significantimpacton the copper prices.

4.3.3 Other metals

The import and export ofother metal intheworld is also affecting thecopper
price. For example, trade ofzinc, aluminum, nickel, and so on. Copper isone ofmany
useful metals which are used in industry.

4.4 Finalized Independent Variables
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Data source ofactual copper price: [13]

Data source of independent variables: [14]
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Figure 7 Finalized independentvariables with lag 3

4.5 Results of Pearson Correlation and Multiple Linear Regression (without

lag)

Table 4 Dependent variable

Variable

Name Label

cuprice copper price average settlement (U.S. cent per pound)
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Table 5 Independent variables

Variable

Name

1) constr

2) comp
3)transeq

4) smeltref

5) roldrawx
6)cuwired

7) plumbing
8) metvalv

Label

• value ofconstruction in US (millions dollar)
• exports ofcomputer and electronic products (thousands of

dollar)
• exportsoftransportation equipment(thousandsofdollar)
• exports ofprimary smeltingand refining ofcopper

(thousands dollar)
• exportsofcopperrolling, drawing, and extruding(thousands

dollar)
• exports ofcopper wire drawing (thousands dollar)
• exports ofplumbing fixtures fittings and trim (thousands

dollar)
• exportsofmetal valvesand pipe fittings(thousandsdollar)

Table6 Pearson correlation andlinear regression (single variable)

Pearson Linear

Correlation Regression
(r) (R2)

constr 0,717 0,514
comp 0,818 0,669
transeq 0,809 0,655
smeltref 0,697 0,486
roldrawx 0,958 0,918
cuwired 0,955 0,913
plumbing 0,852 0,726
metvalv 0,931 0,866

Table7 Multiple linear regression (2 independent variables)

Multiple Linear Regression
(R2)

roldrawx
0,935

cuwired

constr
0,677

smeltref
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Table 8 Multiple linear regression (3 independent variables)

Multiple Linear Regression

(R2)
comp

0,793transeq

plumbing
roldrawx

0,936cuwired

metvalv

Table 9 Multiple linear regression (5 independent variables)

Multiple Linear Regression

(R2)
constr

0,819
smeltref

comp

transeq

plumbing

Table 10 Multiple linear regression (excluded: constr, smeltref)

Multiple Linear Regression

(R2)
transeq

0,937

smeltref

roldrawx

cuwired

plumbing
metvalv
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Table 11 Multiple linear regression (8 variables)

Multiple Linear Regression
(R2)

constr

0.939

comp

transeq

smeltref

roldrawx

cuwired

plumbing
metvalv

4.6 Models

Table 12 Coefficients ofmodel 1 (without lag)

Model 1 Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant)

constr

comp

transeq

smeltref

roldrawx

cuwired

plumbing

metvalv

84,863630394

-0,448087796

0,000003329

-0,000001452

0,000039268

0,001762717

0,001012893

0,000025162

0,000510084

44,115292214

0,347343914

0,000004914

0,000003042

0,000242723

0,000720185

0,000288634

0,002864659

0,000624562

-0,074951032

0,057949717

-0,037255111

0,008940648

0,423498709

0,466938967

0,000723204

0,125393954

-1,923678301

-1,290040729

0,677447745

-0,477347469

0,161783094

2,447589860

3,509260419

0,008783721

0,816706848

0,059985065

0,202855441

0,501183664

0,635154102

0,872115915

0,017863975

0,000948552

0,993025964

0,417894691

Y = a-+bXi-fcX2+dX3+eX4+tX5+gX6+hXrT-iX8

= -84,863630394-(0,448087796)X,-K0,00OO03329)X2-

(0,000001452)X3+(0,000039268)X4-KO,001762717)XrKO,001012893)X6-KO,00002

5162)XrK0,000510084)Xg
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Table 13 Accuracy ofmodel 1

Model 1 January 2002 May 2004 October 2006

Estimated price ofcopper 65.22 148.54 305.89

Actual price ofcopper 70.20 120.95 340.61

% error 7.12 22.81 10.19

Table 14 Coefficients ofmodel 2 (using lag 1)

Model 2 Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant)

LAGS(constr,l)
LAGS(comp,i)

LAGS(transeq,l)
LAGS(smeltref,l)
LAGS(roIdrawx,l)
LAGS(cuwired,1)

LAGS(plumbing,l)
LAGS(metvalv,l)

93,953549866

-0,561470227
0,000006374

-0,000004166
0,000008752
0,001115160
0,001227208

-0,000297430
0,000913444

44,514779232

0,347082326
0,000004911

0,000003087
0,000242542
0,000722540
0,000295859

0,002867167
0,000625741

-0,093899400
0,109094696

-0,104275187
0,001980721
0,266746551
0,568143478

-0,008549342
0,222284499

2,110614755

1,617686022
1,298046357

1,349392793
0,036082840
1,543387693
4,147953343

0,103736552
1,459779552

0,039829126

0,112022437

0,200227449

0,183289552
0,971359979
0,129042837
0,000129907

0,917793403
0,150605542

Y = a+bX,-H;X2-NlX3+eX4+fX5+gX6+liX7+iX8
=-93,953549866-(0,561470227)Xi-KO,000006347)X2-

(0,000004166)X3-KO,000008752)X4+(0,001115160)X5-KO,001227208)X<>-
(0,OO029743O)X7+(0,000913444)X8

Table 15 Accuracy ofmodel 2

Model 2 (lag 1) January 2002 May 2004 October 2006

Estimated price ofcopper 70.41 150.42 301.69

Actual price ofcopper 70.20 120.95 340.61

% error 0.29 24.37 11.43
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Table 16 Coefficients ofmodel 3 (using lag 2)

Model3 Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant)

LAGS(constr,2)
LAGS(comp,2)

LAGS(transeq,2)

LAGS(smeltref^)
LAGS(roldrawx^)
LAGS(cuwired,2)

LAGS(plumbing,2)
LAGS(metvalv,2) •

93,413504021

-0,703171490
0,000007311

-0,000001776

-0,000020929
0,000531764
0,001460258

-0,003589107
0,001282086

46,054644633

0,356353619
0,000005022

0,000003198

0,000250130
0,000740391
0,000302527

0,002950241
0,000641943

-0,117533199
0,123106230

-0,042636394

-0,004757586
0,125489589
0,665104960

-0,099457578
0,304846374

2,028318854

1,973240771
1,455704528

0,555330023

0,083672917
0,718220242
4,826864314

1,216547213
1,997196399

0,047981573

0,054122317
0,151851842

0,581195553

0,933657398
0,476032239
0,000013971

0,229604168
0,051372906

Y = a+bXi-K;X2-r^X3+eX4+fX5+gX6+hX7+iX8
=-93,413504021-(0,703171490)Xi-KO,000007311)X2-(0,000001776)X3-

(0,000020929)X4-KO,000531764)X5-HO,001460258)X6-

(0,003589107)XrK0,0O1282086)X8

Table 17 Accuracy ofmodel 3

Model 3 (lag 2) January 2002 May 2004 October 2006

Estimated price ofcopper 74.29 154.75 301.59

Actual price ofcopper 70.20 120.95 340,61

% error 5.83 27.95 11,46
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Table 18 Coefficients ofmodel 4 (using lag3)

Model 4 Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant)

LAGS(constr,3)
LAGS(comp,3)

LAGS(transeq,3)

LAGS(smeltref,3)
LAGS(roldrawx,3)
LAGS(cuwired,3)

LAGS(plumbing,3)
LAGS(metvalv,3)

92,737740135

-0,788366561
0,000004457

-0,000002270

-0,000319764
0,000477552
0,001270465

-0,001740458
0,001982883

59,210570983

0,454530057
0,000006416

0,000004081

0,000325688
0,000961341
0,000404492

0,003829177
0,000818797

-0,130568717
0,073073590

-0,052731679

-0,067905752
0,108760494
0,571194158

-0,046369551
0,453703480

1,566236207

1,734465189
0,694690036

0,556158960

0,981811713
0,496755980
3,140891433

0,454525336
2,421703053

0,123862940

0,089253953
0,490598697

0,580685722

0331115623
0,621628711
0,002882459

0,651499679
0,019275580

Y = a+bXi-K;X2+dX3-r^X4+fX5+gX6+hX7+iX8
--92,737740135-(0,788366561)Xi-KO,000004457)X2-(0,000002270)X3-

(0,000319764)X4+(0,000477552)X5 -KO,001270465)X6-
(0,001740458)XrK0,001982883)X8

Table 19 Accuracy ofmodel 4

Model 4 (lag 3) January 2002 May 2004 October 2006

Estimated price ofcopper 80.53 157.03 305.66

Actual price ofcopper 70.20 120.95 340.61

% error 14.72 29.83 10.26

Table 20 Comparison ofaccuracy ofall models

Model
% Error ofCopper Price

R2January 2002 May 2004 October 2006
Model 1 7.12 22.81 10.19 0.939
Model 2 (lag 1) 0.29 24.37 11.43 0.939
Model 3 (lag 2) 5.83 27.95 11.46 0.937
Model 4 (lag 3) 14.72 29.83 10.26 0.898
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The accuracy of the models is tested on randomly picked month where the

actual copper price among the tested months is significantlydifferent with each other.

From Table20, model 1 andmodel 2 are bothhaving highvalueofR2. Ifmodel 1 is

compared with model 2 in term of percentage error, model 2 appeared as the better

choice. However, model 1 is proven as a bettermodel because that model becoming

more accurate than othermodel as the month and year increases. This is in parallel

with the objective of the model which is to forecast the 'future' price of copper.

Therefore, model 1 has been selected as the finalized model.
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4.7 Generated Independent Variables

The independent variables from January 2007 to December 2020 are not

available. Therefore, they are generated using seasonal index method. Initially, the

first mdependent variable which is construction variable from January 2002 to

December 2006 are put in the form [15 ] as shown in Figure8 to obtain the index for

each month from January to December. Note that the year2002 has been assigned

with number 1, 2003 with number 2, and so on until 2006. Those indexes are the

same forallyears (2002 to 2020). After mat,diesimilar process is repeated to get the

indexesfor eachmonth foranother seven independent variables.

5 Seasonal Index -Microsoft Internet Explorer l"^^'^]
; fife Edt View Favorites Took Help

\ ®Ba* - 0 gi^ ^Search ^Favorites
, ...;,.. ...-•••_•=••-_.•*
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2 62.178 60.008 66.569 72.230 177.972 83.774 86.684 B&6261 87.513 186520 80.992 73.505 926.871

3 67.534 65.683 75.658 81.576 [87.701 93.598 96.967 100.561 197.554 95.351 90.945 81.481 1034.72

4 [75.004 174.083 84.685 189-613 [97.6S9 103.702 [105.478 109.642 107.220 105.336 100.857 [90.305 [1143.85J
5 82.775 80.963 92.787 97.285 1104.7601 110.785 110.629 114.180 109.019 1105.805 99.964 100.000 1208.971

6
i .—.

i !
i i I ! . I j
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entries: 5 J|5~~H|5 ||5 Is j5 |5 5 [ !5 |s i|5 ; 5 ;
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Mean: 69.6? | 67.917 |76.985 j82.288 188.77 94.167~196.815 | 99.05 96.485 §94.703 J89.716 82.439 |
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Mean : 86.517 !

Index: 0.805 . 0.785 | 0.89 ! 0.951 1.026 1.088 1.11 1.145 [ 1.115 j 1.095 1.037 i 0.953 I

<: ^.;.>.:..-/.'...„- :::.^y:~sz:::::.:- .-".•, ::\^\::-^z^;ir::y~rj.-j:r::;\ —.. ...'v "'.!,
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Figure 8 Value ofthe first independent variable (constr) from January 2002
to December 2006 are taken to calculate its index for each month
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Next, using the same independent variable, the summation of values per year

is taken into the form [16 ] as shown in Figure 9 to calculate slope and interceptusing

Linear Regression. Then, a linear equation is created such that:

Y = mX+c ; where Y is the estimated value per year

m is the slope

X is the number represent the year (1,2, 3„.)

c is the intercept

'3 Predictions by Regression - Microsoft Internet Explorer

I file Edt View Favorites Tools Heb

0 Back - ^i aSS'P Sear* & Favortes « "0- & Jjg - Q .$

^M)W* ' E§~ i?HpB>&** i OYIMal • ^Answers - SyPereerwt* - »
: Address jgj tetp:tfrwme.ut^.edtVr*sbarsftfBoa^^

10

Variable X

Variable Y 876.8 926.871

IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Variable X

Variable Y

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 33

Variable X

Variable Y

43 45 46 47 48 49 SO 51 S2

Variable X

Variable Y

Enter a Confidence Level:

MearKX)

Variance(X) 2.5

Slope 88.1119

Intercept [773.8665

Correlation [0.9329823

F-Statistic 211 4985065

CALCULATE CLEAR

Mean(Y)

Variance(Y)

Its Standard
Error

Its Standard
Error

Its Standard
Error

Its P-value

**

•«
11 12 13

2S 26 27

39 40 41

53 54 ss

1038.2022

19684.5780042

6.0587204

20.0945824

0-0662791

0 0007

Figure 9 Summation of values per year is taken to calculate the slope and
intercept to create linear regressionequation
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The equation obtainedis used to estimate the value per year (Y). For example,

the estimated value for 2007 can be calculated by substituting X = 6 into the previous

equation (as 2006 has been assignedwith X = 5). Next, the average value per month

in that year can be obtained by dividing it with 12. Next, the monthly average is

multiplied with the index obtained in Figure 8 to obtain the estimated value per

month. Note that each independent variable corresponds to their respective index and

linear equation only.After all the valuesfrom January2007 to December2020 for the

first variable (constr) have been generated, die similar process is repeated for the rest

ofthe independent variables.

The monthly average for all independent variables from 2007 to 2020 is

shown in Figure 10.
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HE forecasted data (linear regression) - SPSS Data Editor -Iffifx!
Fte Edt VfeW data. Transform'Arufee Qrapfe USties <Mndow Mefci-

"(*lB|af."Sl:^ fe|-fe|.W-:-kr^l Mm\m ^l*l<*lV
|1 :qrinSr-v ; |87,379

dart constr: comp transeq^ smeltref roldrawx cuwired ptumbinq metvalv van- *

"• : • i Jan 2007 87.379 14B51184 12992920 51357 85328 147767 16943 118259

2 Feb 2007 85.208 14430104 15026594 67803 84253 153974 17827 121690

3 Mar 2007 96.605 ^7507230 17802721 77575 98035 169320 20102 142411j
4 Apr 2007 103.226 15579977 16689042 63759 99696 162250 18485 131721 j

.5 May 2007 111.367 15693345 17237812 67061 104388 188114 19369 1X137!

6 Jun2007 118.097 16697460 172R62J/ 69218 105559 161389 18447 1333D4~f
7 Jul 2007 120.485 15515196 13283445 63287 L 97644 182769 18636 129477!
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9 Sep 2007 121.027 16778437 15962730 56075 101065 174148 18128 130137

10 Oct 2007 118.857 17264299 17496056 82428 105170 181044 19971 140168

•

11 Nov 2007 112.561 16616483 17334653 60658 96275 187769 19369 135680

12 Dec 2007 103.443 17296690 16172554 75216 89531 149836 17733 132117

Figure 11 Generated independent variables

Figure 11 shows the generated mdependent variables obtained by seasonal

adjusted technique. These data can be used with model 1 to forecast the copperprice

for the desired month and year. Figure 8 only shows generated data from January

2007 to December 2007 for displaying purpose.

4.8 Forecast Accuracy

By comparing the forecasted price ofcopper to the actual price ofcopper from

January 2007 to April 2007, the accuracy is computed. The result is shown in Table

21.

Table 21 Accuracy ofthe forecasted copper price

Model I

2007

January February March April
Forecasted copper price 269.40 272.83 324.79 306.75

Actual copper price 259.63 260.35 292.98 351.44

% error -3.76 -4.79 -10.86 12.72
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4.9 The Software

The software has been developed by using Visual Basic programming

language. When the software is executed, die software will display the interfaces for

the user to select the month as an input and then the software will display the copper

price (in US cent per pound) as the output. There are three options available for the

user to choose from:

i. Option 1: Estimated Price ofCopper (Jan02-Dec06)

ii. Option 2: Forecasted Price ofCopper (Jan07-Dec20)

iii. Option 3: Accuracy ofthe Forecasted Price (Jan07-Apr07)

The estimated price is not similar to forecasted price. The estimated price

means the calculated price of copper obtained by substituting die existing

independentvariables into model 1. Note that the option for estimated price is within

January 2002 to December 2006. Thus, there is no need to forecast die price of

copper within these monthsas the actualprice is alreadyexists. That is why the actual

price and percentage oferror is included in Option 1.

Meanwhile, the forecasted price is die calculated price of copperobtained by

substituting the generated independent variables intomodel 1.Note that the optionfor

forecasted price is from January 2007 to December 2020. Thus, the actual price of

copper is not available and that is why the calculated price is known as forecasted

price (not estimated price).

Specifically, during the development of the software, the actual price of

copper in January2007 to April 2007 has been available. However, die mdependent

variables for that period were not included during the developmentofmodel 1. Those

independent variables have been reserved to check the accuracy of the forecasted

price. Therefore, Option 3 is available for the user to check the accuracy of the

forecasted price in Option 2 by looking at the accuracy of the forecasted price in

January 2007 to April 2007.
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Before a user enter any input, the software shall display the interfaces as

shown in Figure 12.

dl Forml

!Forecasting Copper Price -.

Estimated Price of Copper !JanC2DecG6)

Please *atee* date SefsctData- ;S|I

Estimated price:

Actucfpooec

PeicentagB <rfertoc

Calais*

Figure 12 The display ofthe software
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The first option allows user to estimate the price of copper in any months

widiin January 2002 to December 2006. For example, ifa user select Jan 2003 in the

combo box, the software shall display the output as shown in Figure 13.

Forecipil»liMg:Capper friee -

Estimated Price of Coppei [Jan02-DecFJ6]

Please select date 1Jan2003 j^|

Et&nated pricac

Actual pries

Percentage of enon

[CalcJate j

7536

75.76

0.53 X

Fwecasted Price ofCopped )JanO7-Dep20]

Ffeam select date -Select Date-

Farecttted price

Accuracy of the Forecasted Price (Jan07-Api07f

rltaSdSGH)Ct o3te

Forecastedprice:

ActuiJpoce;

Percentage of ctrcc

- Select Date-

CafcaiaW

Figure 13 Option 1: Output displayed when a user selects Jan 2003 to
estimate the price ofcopper in January 2003
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Option 2 is the main fimction of the software which is to forecast the future

price of copper within any months from January 2007 until December 2020. If a user

wishes to forecast the price of copper in July 2010, the software shall display the

output as shown in Figure 14.

r|BTOcjycSig/iffipj|jijc^

Estimated Price of Copper (Jan02Dect£J

Please select date Select Date-

Eslfiialed price:

Actual price:

PBfcentSQB'Df oflor.

CalcUate

Forecasted Price ofCopper £Jarp07^)ec20)

Heats select date jiizrto

ic*rt^i

Forecastedprice: 487.79

Accuracy of the Forecasted Price fJan07-AprfJ7}

Please select dale -Select Date - J!

Calculate

FotccBfted price:

Actual pric«

Percentage of effoc

Eat

Figure 14 Option 2: Output displayed when a user selects Jul 2010 to
forecast the price ofcopper in July 2010
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If the user would like to check how reliable the forecasted price ofcopper is,

option 3 may be chosen. For example, a user might select March 2007 to check the

percentage of error and hence the accuracy of the forecasted price. The output

displayed is shown in Figure 15.

lygi^t>B^g;Cof>lw-«;'Pjrtey:ff#;S

EsSmatedPrKB of Corbet (JantTZ-DecDB)

Ffeats select date -Select Date-

Estreated price:

Actual price;

Percentage of error

Calculate

Forecasted Price of Coppef fJanO7-Dec20J

. Please select date I -rirri-

Forecasted price

Calculate

Accuracyof the Forecasted Price fcJanG7ApfQ7)

Ftease select date [Apr2Qrj7 j*||

Forecasted price:

Actual price:

Percentage of errct

fCateiate J

3)6.75

351.44

12722

Ex*

Figure 15 Option 3: Output displayed when a user select Apr 2007 to check
the accuracy ofthe forecasted price ofcopper in April 2007
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

As a conclusion, the forecasted price of copperis approximately deviates the

unknown actual price ofcopper intherange of +13% and -13%. Therefore, the

accuracy ofthe forecasting isapproximately higher than 87%. The model that have

been created and applied is:

Y = -84,863630394-(0,448087796)X!-KO,000003329)X2-

(0,000001452)X3+(0,000039268)X4+(0,001762717)X5+(0,001012893)X6

+(0,000025162)XrKO,000510084)Xs

Where; Y represents the estimated orthe forecasted price ofcopper and Xi toXg are
the value ofthe independent variables. The selected with R2 of0.939 isutilized by
programming it in Visual Basic Programming Language. Thus, a software which
capable ofguiding industries in making decisions regarding copper business is

created.

5.2 Recommendations

The model can be further improved by incorporating more independent

variables with higher value ofR2 . Inaddition, there are many techniques to forecast
time series data. Each of the techniques have to be analyzed because each of them

have theiradvantages over other techniques to suite certain pattern of time series data.
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APPENDIX A

COPPER PRODUCTION FROM ORE TO FINISH PRODUCT

From its original home buried underground in a mine to its use ina finished product

such as wire or pipe, copper passes through a number of stages. When it is recycled it

can pass through some over and over again. Below isquick description ofthe path.

1. Mining. Crushing

The beginning for allcopper is tomine sulfide and oxide ores through digging or

blasting and then crushing it to walnut-sized pieces.

2. Grinding

Crushed ore is ball or rod-milledin large, rotating, cylindrical machines until it

becomes a powder usually containing lessthan 1 percent copper. Sulfide oresare

movedto a concentrating stage, whileoxide ores are routedto leaching tanks.

3. Concentrating

Minerals are concentrated into a slurrythat is about 15% copper. Waste slag is

removed. Water is recycled. Tailings(left-overearth) containingcopper oxide are

routed to leachingtanks or are returned to the surrounding terrain. Once copper has

been concentrated it can be turned into pure copper cathode in two different ways:

Leaching& electrowinning or smelting and electrolytic refining.

4a. Leaching

Oxide ore and tailingsare leachedby a weak acid solution, producinga weak copper

sulfate solution.

5a. Electrowinning (SX/EW)

The copper-laden solution is treated andtransferred to an electrolytic process tank.

When electricallycharged,pure copperions migrate directly from the solution to

starter cathodes made form pure copper foil. Precious metals can be extracted from

the solution.

OR
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4b. Smelting

Several stages ofmelting and purifying the copper content result, successively, in

matte, blister and, finally, 99% pure copper. Recycled copper begins its journey to

finding another use by being resmelted.

5b. Electrolytic Refining

Anodes cast from the nearly pure copper are immersed in an acid bath. Pure copper

ions migrate electrolytically from the anodes to "starter sheets" made from pure

copper foil where they deposit and build up into a 300-pound cathode. Gold, silver

and platinum may be recovered from the used bath.

6. Pure Copper Cathodes

Cathodes of99.9% purity may be shipped as melting stock to mills or foundries.

Cathodes may also be cast into wire rod, billets, cakes or ingots, generally, as pure

copper or alloyed with other metals.

7. Cathode is converted .into:

Wire Rod - Coiled rod about 1/2" in diameter is drawn down by wire mills to make

pure copper wire ofall gages.

Billet - 30* logs, about 8" diameter, ofpure copper are sawed into these shorter

lengths which are extruded and then drawn as tube, rod and bar stock ofmany varied

sizes and shapes. Rod stock may be used for forging.

Cake - Slabs ofpure copper, generally about 8" thick and up to 28* long, may be hot-

and cold-rolled to produce plate, sheet, strip and foil.

Ingot - Bricks ofpure copper may be used by mills for alloying with other metals or

used by foundries for casting.
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APPENDIX B

SPSS DATA EDITOR WINDOW

1> SPSS Variable View Window:

J3FYP II SPSS Data Editor

Ffc at- Hew Data -h-anAxn Analyze aapte tittles WMaw Help

[£[B 4*MMfelfr-l «l^l^lBl*(Rl^l«al
Name' | Type Width Decimate | Label V±

1 date ;String 8 0 jmonthandyear None
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3 conslr IComma 8 3 lvalueofconstructionin US (rnHfons dollar) None

4 comp .Numeric ^~ 0 jexports of computer and electronic prottucts (thousands ofdollar) None

5 transeq !Numeric 8 0 !exports oftransportation equipment (thousands of doRar) ]None
6 smeltref =Numeric 8 0 iexports ofprimarysmelting and refining of copper (thousands dollar)iNone
7 roldrawx ;Numeric 8 0 !exportsofcopperroiling, drawing, and extruding (thousandsdollar) None

8 cuwired ;Numeric 8 0 iexports ofcopper wiredrawing(thousands dollar) None

9 plumbing !Numeric 8

8""
0 ;exports ofplumbingfixturesfittingsand trim (thousands dollar) None
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2) SPSS Data View Window:
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APPENDIX C

VISUAL BASIC

1> Visual Basic Windows

ina! repcit - Microsoft Visual Basic 2005 Expfess Edition
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Public Class frmCalc

Dim udtIndiVar(240, 10) As String
Dim intlndex, intlndex2, intRecord As Integer
Dim dblEstPrcl, dblActPrcl, dblErrl As Double

Dim dblEstPrc3, dblActPrc3, dblErr3, dblForcast As Double

Dim intdate, intRun As Integer

Private Sub frmCalc_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load

intlndex = 0

FileOpen(l, "data.dat", OpenMode.Input)
Do Until E0F{1)

For intlndex2 = 0 To 9
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Input(1, udtlndiVar(intlndex, intlndex2))
Next

intlndex += 1

Loop

FileClose(l)

intRecord = intlndex

End Sub

Private Sub btnCalcl__Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs) Handles btnCalci.Click

intdate = 0

If cmbDatel.Text = "- Select Date -" Then

LblEstPrcl.Text = "Please select a date."

IblActPrcl.Text = "Please select a date."

IblErrl.Text = "Please select a date."

End If

For intRun = 0 To 99

If cmbDatel.Text = udtlndiVar(intRun, 0) Then F"Jan

2002" Then

intdate = intRun

dblEstPrcl = (-84.

* CDbl (udtlndiVar (intdate, 2)) + (

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate,

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate,

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate,

CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate,

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate,

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate,

CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate,

3)) + (-0

4)) + CO.

5)) + (0.

6)) + (0.

7)) + (0.

8)) + (0.

9))

863630394) + (-0.448087796209137)

0.00000332887584067351} *

.00000145199973852066) *

0000392684835791957) *

0017627174827 8774) *

00101289278773367) *

0000251623644336083) *

00051008424 8319017) *

TriState.True)

TriState.True)

dblActPrcl

IblEstPrcl.Text = FormatNumber{dblEstPrcl, 2,

dblActPrcl = udtlndiVar{intdate, 1)

IblActPrcl.Text = FormatNumber(dblActPrcl, 2, , ,

dblErrl = 100 * (dblActPrcl - dblEstPrcl) /

IblErrl.Text = FormatNumber(dblErrl, 2, , ,
TriState.True) + " %"

End If

Next

dblEstPrcl = (-84.863630394) + (-0.448087796209137) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate, 2)) + (0.00000332887584067351) *

CDbl(udtlndiVar{intdate, 3)) + (-0.00000145199973852066) *
CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate, 4)) + (0.0000392684835791957) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate, 5)) + (0.00176271748278774) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar{intdate, 6)) + (0.00101289278773367) *

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 7)) + (0.0000251623644336083) *

CDbl{udtlndiVarfintdate, 8)) + (0.000510084248319017) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar{intdate, 9) )

'cmbDatel .Text (+ " " + Str (dblEstPrcl) •+ "\n" + " " +

udtlndiVar(0, 1))

•lblTest.Text = FormatNumber(dblErrl, 2, , , TriState.True)

End Sub
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Private Sub btnExit_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs) Handles btnExit.Click

Me.Close()

End Sub

Private Sub btnCalc3_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs) Handles btnCalc3.Click

intdate = 0

If cmbDate3.Text = "- Select Date -" Then

lblEstPrc3.Text = "Please select a date."

lblActPrc3.Text = "Please select a date."

lblErr3.Text = "Please select a date."

End If

For intRun = 0 To 99

If cmbDateS.Text = udtlndiVar(intRun, 0) Then "'Jan

2002" Then

intdate = intRun

dblEstPrc3 = (-84.863630394) + (-0.448087796209137)

* CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 2)) + (0.00000332887584067351) *

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 3)) + (-0.00000145199973852066) *

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 4)) + (0.0000392684835791957) *

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 5)) + (0.00176271748278774) *

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 6)) + (0.00101289278773367) *

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 7)) + (0.0000251623644336083) *

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 8)) + (0.000510084248319017) *

CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 9))

lblEstPrc3.Text = FormatNumber(dblEstPrc3, 2, , ,
TriState.True)

dblActPrc3 = udtlndiVarfintdate, 1)

lblActPrc3.Text = FormatNumber(dblActPrc3, 2, , ,
TriState.True)

dblErr3 = 100 * (dblActPrc3 - dblEstPrc3) /

dblActPrc3

lblErr3.Text = FormatNumber(dblErr3, 2, , ,
TriState.True) + " %"

End If

Next

dblEstPrc3 = (-84.863630394) + (-0.448087796209137) *
CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 2)) + (0.00000332887584067351) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar{intdate, 3)) + (-0.00000145199973852066) *

CDbl{udtlndiVarfintdate, 4)) + (0.0000392684835791957) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate, 5)) + {0.00176271748278774) *

CDbl{udtlndiVar (intdate, 6)) + {0.00101289278773367) *
CDbl{udtlndiVar(intdate, 7)) + (0.0000251623644336083) *

CDbl{udtlndiVarfintdate, 8)) + (0.000510084248319017) *

CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 9))
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'cmbDate3.Text (+" " + Str (dblEstPrcS) + "\n" + " " +•

udtlndiVar(0, 1})
'lblTest.Text = FormatNumber(dblErr3, 2, , , TriState.True)

End Sub

Private Sub GroupBox3_Enter(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs) Handles GroupBox3.Enter

End Sub

Private Sub GroupBoxl^Enter(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs) Handles GroupBoxl.Enter

End Sub

Private Sub Button2_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs) Handles Button2.Click

intdate = 0

If cmbDate2.Text = "- Select Date -" Then

IblForcast.Text = "Please select a date."

End If

For intRun -0 To 240
If cmbDate2.Text » udtlndiVar(intRun, 0) Then "'Jan

2002" Then

intdate = intRun

dblForcast = (-84.863630394) + (-0.448087796209137)
* CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 2)) + (0.00000332887584067351) *
CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 3)) + (-0.00000145199973852066) *
CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 4)) + (0.0000392684835791957) *
CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 5)) + (0.00176271748278774) *
CDbl(udtlndiVar(intdate, 6)) + (0.00101289278773367) *
CDbl(udtlndiVar{intdate, 7)) + (0.0000251623644336083) *
CDbl(udtlndiVar{intdate, 8)) + (0.000510084248319017) *
CDbl(udtlndiVarfintdate, 9))

IblForcast.Text = FormatNumber(dblForcast, 2, , ,

TriState.True)

End If

Next

End Sub

End Class
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